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Abstract

This paper considers the choice of regulatory instruments in a fishery. Fishing captains, consumers, and
input suppliers each attempt to influence the regulator’s choice of instruments. The regulator chooses
among instruments such as input restrictions, entry restrictions, or individual transferable quotas (ITQs).
Regulatory instruments that result in zero fishery rents can only occur if the regulator places an
extraordinary weight on the welfare of input suppliers relative to fishing captains and consumers. Indeed,
heterogeneity of fishing captains is neither necessary nor sufficient to obtain regulations that fail to generate
fishery rents.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In fishery management, an optimal instrument, individual transferable quotas (ITQs), exists
(e.g., [1,8]). In spite of this suboptimal instruments are still chosen in many fisheries. Iceland and
New Zealand implemented ITQs for all commercial fisheries in the 1980s, but others have been
hesitant to follow (e.g., [1,2,9]). Indeed, in the United States, there exists a moratorium on
introductions of ITQs. The question is why do suboptimal controls persist in fisheries?
The literature has provided two arguments. One is that ITQs may not enhance welfare by as

much as their advocates claim (e.g., [5,6,10,21]). However, these arguments are about the size of
the net gains to society from adopting ITQs, not about whether net social gains exist. An
alternative hypothesis—the one on which this paper focuses—relates to the distribution of rents
under alternative regulatory regimes. Weitzman [22] and Samuelson [20] were the first to recognize
that it is possible for some to be hurt by moving from open access to private ownership. Their
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argument can be seen in Fig. 1. Suppose ‘‘effort’’ in the standard Gordon [12] model is less than
perfectly elastically supplied. Under open access, effort enters until at EOA the value of the average
product of effort equals the opportunity cost of effort wOA. In contrast, under private ownership,
the owner of the resource hires effort until the value of the marginal product of effort equals the
opportunity cost of effort w�. Thus, the surplus to effort diminishes under private ownership of
the resource by the area wOAcbaw�. This led Samuelson to conclude that ‘‘the rent collector [is not]
worthy of his full hire’’ [20, p. 7], since effort suppliers lose more than the portion of their surplus
wOAcaw� transferred to the rent collector (i.e., they also lose area cab).
One difficulty a modern economist has with the Weitzman–Samuelson model is that ‘‘effort,’’

which they treat as the single variable input, is in fact an aggregate of many inputs. Thus, the
question is which owners of inputs are being hurt in the transition? One answer, suggested by
Johnson and Libecap [15] and Karpoff [16,17], is that heterogeneous fishing captains possess non-
transferable skill rents, which can be adversely affected by a change in regulatory regimes.
However, there is current pressure to grant ‘‘community development quotas’’ to communities
with a historical record of providing support to fishing grounds (e.g., [11]). This suggests that
input suppliers also influence instrument choice in fisheries.1

In this paper, I argue that surplus to input suppliers is more important than heterogeneity of
fishing captains in determining whether or not suboptimal controls are chosen. Effort in this
model is decomposed into three parts: the number of vessels, the inputs used by each vessel, and
the period each vessel is active. The supply of both the number of fishing captains and the inputs
configuring each vessel is less than perfectly elastically supplied. Thus, under open access, both
fishing captains and input suppliers earn positive rents even though the fishery resource itself
earns zero rents. It is assumed that the welfare of fishing captains, input suppliers and consumers
are each given a non-negative weight in the regulator’s calculations (e.g., [13]). This is in contrast
to models (e.g., [15–17]) that assume only fishermen are involved in the regulatory process. Thus, I
evaluate the effects of regulatory instrument choices on each interest group, and use the policy
choices to impute the weights the regulator places on the welfare of each interest group.
Suboptimal controls take many forms. I focus on season closures, input restrictions, and limited

entry restrictions. Season closures and input restrictions alone or in combination do not solve the
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Fig. 1. Weitzman–Samuelson loss to input suppliers.

1This argument has been extended to fish processors [18].
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free entry problem, so fishery rents still vanish. Season closures and input restrictions also have
other unintended consequences, such as openings that occur during storms and seaworthiness of
vessels being compromised.2 There is also considerable evidence that restricting one margin causes
substitution into other inputs (e.g., [14,21,23]). However, different suboptimal instruments have
varying effects on social welfare. While both input and entry restrictions tend to increase the
season length, entry restrictions create some social rents, while input restrictions do not.
Regulations that combine ITQs and either entry or input restrictions are suboptimal, but the ITQ
portion of the regulation mitigates against the worst features of the other two by allowing fishing
captains to fish over the entire possible season.
Different suboptimal controls also have varying effects on the different interest groups. Input

restrictions and season closures, which result in free entry and cause fishery rents to vanish, benefit
input suppliers, since a short furious fishing season requires lots of inputs. In contrast, ITQs and
limited entry tend to use less aggregate inputs, substituting into the time margin and away from
the input and entry margins. The main result of the paper is that regulations in which fishery rents
vanish can only come about by a strong regulatory preference for input suppliers. However, in
both free entry and ITQ fisheries, input restrictions are supported by fishing captains. In the free
entry case, this requires heterogeneity of fishing captains, but in the ITQ case, it only requires that
the input supply function be upwards sloping.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows how the upper bound on

the season length and the lower bound on the marginal entrant’s profits constrain the welfare
maximizing choice of the number and size of vessels made by a regulator and illustrates the
maladies associated with open access. Section 3 examines how the welfare of fishing captains,
input suppliers, consumers, and the regulator are affected by changes in the number of entrants
and the inputs used by each entrant. Section 4 derives the effects of different regulatory
instruments on the welfare of fishing captains and input suppliers. Section 5 concludes the paper
with a discussion of the results.

2. The model

2.1. Assumptions

Consider a fishery operating during a particular season subject to an exogenously given
aggregate season harvest quota Q.3 For an aggregate harvest constraint Q and a constant
aggregate harvest rate H40, the season length T40 must satisfy:

Q ¼ TH: ð1Þ
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2Two examples suffice. Prior to the introduction of ITQs, the Pacific halibut fishery openings, which could be less

than 24 h in length, would occur at pre-determined dates, sometimes during fierce storms. The salmon fisheries in

Alaska restrict vessel lengths in the drift net fisheries to be less than 32 f in length. Some captains meet this restriction by

simply cutting off the forward portion of the bow, and filling in the opening with a fiberglass wall. This reduces the

seaworthiness of the vessel, and serves no biological purpose.
3See [14] or [7] for models in which the harvest quota decision is endogenous.
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Let %T be the maximum season length:4

Tp %T: ð2Þ
Constraint (1) is binding, since if it were not it is unlikely that the remaining regulations would be
adopted. However, constraint (2) may or may not be binding.
Let N heterogeneous fishing captains participate in the fishery. Each fishing captain’s harvest

per unit time, h, depends upon a single non-time variable input kn chosen by the nth captain.

Aggregate input demand is denoted as K �
PN

n¼1 kn; and the aggregate harvest rate is H �PN
n¼1 hðknÞ: The production technology is neoclassical, with a region of increasing marginal

product of k followed by a region of decreasing marginal product of k.5

Assumption A.1. (i) h0
_h/k for kwk̂ (ii) h0

_0 for kwk̃; and (iii) h00_0 for k_k; where

0o
%
kok̂ok̃:

It is also assumed that input suppliers, fishing captains, and consumers earn non-negative
surplus:

Assumption A.2. (i) The supply curve for inputs, r(K), is upwards sloping (r0(K)40), (ii) the supply
curve for fishing captains, w(N), is upwards sloping (w0(N)40), and (iii) the instantaneous demand

curve for fish, p(H), is downward sloping (p0(H)o0).

In addition, it is assumed that if fishing captains or variable inputs are used in fishing, they
cannot be redeployed for a portion of the season in some other productive activity:6

Assumption A.3. Fishing captains and variable inputs cannot be redeployed into alternative uses in

the event that the season lasts less than %T periods.

Finally, competitive behavior is assumed:

Assumption A.4. Fishing captains, input suppliers, and consumers take prices and the season length

as given.
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4This constraint can arise because of biological conditions—it is most economical to harvest species such as salmon

or herring when they are spawning—or because of bureaucratic reasons: the regulator may simply wish to allow a fixed

harvest over a certain period, after which he reevaluates the stock and makes a subsequent harvest decision.
5The k̂ and k̃ correspond to Ê and Ẽ in Fig. 1: i.e., VMPkðk̂Þ ¼ ph0ðk̂Þ ¼ phðk̂Þ=k̂ ¼ VAPkðk̂Þ; and VMPkðk̃Þ ¼

phðk̃Þ ¼ 0:
6For the social optimum to have an interior solution in fishing captains, some cost cannot vary with the length of the

season. Assumption A.3 can be relaxed by letting either rk or w depend upon the season length without changing the

result that input suppliers benefit from ‘‘significant’’ input restrictions (Proposition 4.1). If inputs are malleable so that,

p=T(ph�rk)�w, then dK=dko0 is satisfied under the identical conditions stated in Proposition 4.1, for a sufficiently

inelastic input supply function (since input suppliers’ welfare is then WI ¼ T ½rK �
RK

0 rðsÞ ds	 ). In contrast, if the fishing
captains’ can easily switch into alternative employment, so that p ¼ Tðph � wÞ � rk; then dK=dko0 requires the same

conditions stated in Proposition 4.1, viz., the restriction be ‘‘significant’’ and w and w0 be small.
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However, the price in each market depends upon the industry quantities, as does the season
length.
Given A.1–A.3, the net season profits an active fishing captain operating a single vessel earns

are

pn ¼ TpðHÞhðknÞ � rðKÞkn � wðnÞX0; n ¼ 1; 2;y;N: ð3Þ
The heterogeneity of fishing captains means infra-marginal fishing captains earn non-transferable
rents in equilibrium, but each fishing captain chooses identical inputs and produces the same
output in equilibrium. Thus, the aggregate harvest rate is H�Nh(k), and the aggregate input
demand is K�Nk.

2.2. The social optimum

Social welfare is maximized by choosing T, N, and {ki} to maximize the welfare of consumers,
fishing captains, and input suppliers, whose surplus is given weights aC, aF, and aI, respectively:

Vðfkig;N;TÞ ¼ aCT

Z H

0

pðsÞ ds � pðHÞH
� �

þ aF TpðHÞH � rðKÞK �
Z N

0

wðsÞ ds

� �

þ aI rðKÞK �
Z K

0

rðsÞ ds

� �

¼ T

Z H

0

pðsÞ ds �
Z N

0

wðsÞ ds �
Z K

0

rðsÞ ds when aC ¼ aF ¼ aI;

subject to constraints (1) and (2). When aC=aF=aI, the transfers are welfare neutral. Thus, social
welfare is the gross value of the harvest quota less the opportunity costs of the inputs K and N.
Let l denote the social planner’s marginal valuation of the stock associated with the constraint

(1). The following Proposition characterizes the social optimum when aC=aF=aI.

Proposition 2.1. The social optimum {T�, N�, k�, l�} satisfies (1) and:7

T� ¼ %T; %T½pH�Þ � l�	h0ðk�Þ ¼ rðK�Þ; and %T½pðH�Þ � l�	hðk�Þ ¼ rðK�Þk� þ wðN�Þ: ð4Þ

Thus, the social optimum fully utilizes the available season, implying the aggregate harvest rate

is H� ¼ Q= %T; and hires variable inputs and fishing captains to the point where the social value of
the marginal product of each equals its marginal cost. The aggregate input demand is K�=N�k�.

Additionally, (4) may be combined to show that at k�, h/k�4h0, or k̂ok�ok̃ :

%T½pðH�Þ � l�	½hðk�Þ � h0ðk�Þk�	 ¼ wðN�Þ40:

2.3. Regulated open access

In a harvest constrained regulated open access fishery, fishing captains choose k, entry
determines N, and constraint (1) determines T. Thus, the regulated open access equilibrium
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7Proofs of all propositions appear in Appendix A.
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{TO, NO, kO} includes:
8

TONOhðkOÞ ¼ Q; TOpðHOÞh0ðkOÞ ¼ rðKOÞ; and TOpðHOÞhðkOÞ ¼ rðKOÞkO þ wðNOÞ: ð5Þ

Fishing captains implicitly treat the shadow value of the harvest quota l as equal to zero in
regulated open access, while l� is positive under the social optimum. Following Clark [8], we can
compare (4) and (5) by differentiating (1) and the second and third expressions in (4) with respect
to l, yielding:

Proposition 2.2. Relative to the social optimum, the regulated open access equilibrium has more
vessels (NO4N�), less capital per vessel (kOok�), a larger aggregate capital (KO4K�), a larger

aggregate harvest rate (HO4H�), and a shorter season (TOoT�).

Under open access each fisherman ignores the costs he imposes upon his fellow fishing captains,
and the result is over-capitalization (NO4N� and KO4K�) and a race for fish (HO4H� implies
that TOoT�). In addition, relative to the social optimum, fishing captains earn higher infra-
marginal rents (i.e., NO4N� implies w(NO)Xw(N�)), the input price is higher (KO4K� implies
r(KO) r(K�)), and the price of fish harvested is lower (HO4H� implies p(HO)op(H�). Finally,
combining the second two equations of (5) yields TOp(HO)[h(kO)�h0(KO)kO]=w(NO). Thus,

h(kO)/kO4h0(kO), so that k̂okOok�o %k:

2.4. The feasible region

The equilibrium number of fishing captains and variable inputs are bounded by constraints (2)
and (3). Using (1) to eliminate T, (2) and (3) may be rewritten entirely in terms of N and k as
follows:

T ¼ Q

NhðkÞp
%T; ð6Þ

pN ¼ Qp½NhðkÞ	
N

� rðNkÞ � wðNÞX0: ð7Þ

In Fig. 2, the inequality (6) is satisfied for all points above the Tp %T constraint, and inequality (7)

is satisfied for all points below the pN
X0 constraint. The slope of the constraint (6) is dN

dk

��
T¼ %T

¼ �Nh0

h
; which is decreasing for kok̃ and increasing for k4k̃: The zero profit condition (7) for the

Nth fisherman—taking into account that the identity of the marginal fisherman is changing as N
changes—has slope

dN

dk

����
pN¼0

¼ � Qp0h0 � r � r0Nk
Q

N2ðp0Nh � PÞ � r0k2 � w0

 !
:
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8The notation XR is used to indicate the equilibrium value of variable X under a particular regulation set of

regulations, R, for X=k, N, H, K, and T. The subscript ‘O’ indicates open access, ‘k’ indicates input restrictions, ‘N’

indicates entry restrictions, and ‘Q’ indicates ITQs. An entry-restricted ITQ season length is denoted as TNQ, etc.
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The denominator of the expression in brackets on the right-hand side of this expression is

everywhere negative, and the expression in brackets is negative whenever kok̃: Thus, for kok̃;
the slope of (7) is negative. Together constraints (6) and (7) form the boundaries of a (non-convex)
feasible region. The open access equilibrium and social optimum occur on the opposite
boundaries of this region.

3. Welfare effects of changes in the industry equilibrium

In addition to season length controls, a fishery regulator may impose input restrictions ðkpk̃Þ;
entry restrictions ðNp %NÞ; or individual transferable quotas. Denote the regulatory instrument as
R � f %k; %N; ITQgAþ þ f0; 1g: For example, a policy that includes input restrictions and ITQs,

but no entry restrictions is denoted as R ¼ f %k; �; ITQg: A ‘ � ‘ indicates that an instrument is not
used. Thus, regulated open access is denoted as R ¼ f�; �; �g:

3.1. Welfare effects of changes in regulations

Given R, the gross welfare of fishing captains is simply the aggregate surplus to fishermen:

WFðRÞ ¼ QpðHRÞ � rðKRÞKR �
Z NR

0

wðsÞ ds: ð8Þ

The effect of an arbitrary regulation change, DR ¼ fD %k;D %N;DITQg; on fishing captains’ welfare
is

rWFDR ¼ Qp0ðHRÞrHR � DR � ½rðKRÞ þ r0ðKRÞKR	rKR � DR � wðNRÞrNR � DR:

¼ ½Qp0h � kRðr þ KRr0Þ � w	rNR � DR þ ½Qp0NRh0 � NRðr þ KRr0Þ	rkR � DR: ð9Þ

where rf � f@f =@ %k; @f =@ %N;Df =DITQg; and DR ¼ fD %k;D %N;DITQg is the direction of the
regulation change, given regulation R. The first line of (9) shows that fishing captains benefit from
changes in regulations that reduce H (because price rises), that reduce K (because input costs
drop), or that reduce N (because opportunity costs decline). However, as a given regulation
change affects each of the variables, it is necessary to keep track of the total effect, which is what
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Fig. 2. Feasible region for fishers regulation.
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the second line shows. Signing each term in square brackets reveals that fishing captains’ surplus
increases with regulations that reduce N and k.9

From (9), it is possible to determine the shape of the fishing captains’ iso-welfare curves in N

and k space. Totally differentiating WF(R) with respect to N and k yields:

dN

dk

����
dWF¼0

¼ � Qp0Nh0 � Nðr � r0KÞ
Qp0h � kðr � r0KÞ � w

� �
:

The denominator of the expression in brackets is negative for all k, as an increase in N decreases
welfare of fishing captains. The numerator is negative for h040, implying that fishing captains also
benefit from reductions in k. An iso-welfare curve for fishing captains is shown in Fig. 3. The

direction of increasing welfare is rWF(R). Thus, to maximize fishing captains’ welfare, the T ¼ %T
constraint must be binding.10 However, so long as fishing captains face an upwards sloping supply
curve for inputs, their preferences diverge from the social optimum.

Proposition 3.1. Fishing captains’ prefer regulations on the T ¼ %T constraint, characterized with less

k and more N than is socially optimal if the supply curve for variable inputs k is less than perfectly
elastic.

Thus, maximization of fishing captains’ welfare is not synonymous with the maximization of

social welfare because fishing captains value the cost of inputs at rK, society values it at
RK

0 rðsÞ ds:

The gross welfare of input suppliers is the surplus they earn from supplying KR inputs:

WIðRÞ ¼ rðKRÞKR �
Z KR

0

rðsÞ ds: ð10Þ
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Fig. 3. Preferences of fishing captains, consumers, input suppliers, and the regulator.

9Fishing captains support regulations that decrease their number only if those who exit get to share the wealth with

those who remain. In practice, both limited entry and ITQ programs have this characteristic, since fishing captains who

exit can sell their entry permit or quota, and the quotas and entry permits are allocated gratis [21]. Indeed, any ITQ or

limited entry program that attempted to sell the permits or quotas to fishermen would be opposed, since their welfare

would be limited to infra-marginal rents which would be decreased by either ITQs or limited entry.
10So long as fishing captains face either a downward sloping demand for harvested fish or an upwards sloping supply

curve for variable inputs, their preferences diverge from the social optimum.
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The effect of a regulation change on the welfare of input suppliers is

rWIDR ¼ r0ðKRÞKRðNRrkR þ kRrNRÞ � DR: ð11Þ
Input suppliers benefit from regulations that increase KR (i.e., increase either or both of NR and
kR) and are unaffected otherwise. Thus, input suppliers’ interests are in conflict with those of
fishing captains. From (11), the slope of the input suppliers’ iso-welfare curves is

dN

dk

����
dWI¼0

¼ � N

k

� �
o0:

Since the partial derivative of WI(R) with respect to either N or k is positive, the directional
gradient of increasing welfare rWI(R) is increasing in N and k in Fig. 3. Thus, input suppliers,
unlike harvesters, prefer an equilibrium with free entry rather than an equilibrium that maximizes
the season length.

Proposition 3.2. Input suppliers prefer regulations on the pN
X0 constraint that (i) increase k and

decrease N, or, (ii) if w+w0N is small, regulations that decrease k so much such that h/koh0.

It is the latter of these choices that input suppliers prefer, since the only regulations that
increase k are those that restrict entry, and, adversely to input suppliers, these cause the pN

X0
constraint to not bind.
The gross welfare to consumers is the consumer’s surplus they earn over the course of the

season:

WCðRÞ ¼ T

Z H

0

pðsÞ ds � pðHÞH
� �

: ð12Þ

Using (1) to express T as T ¼ Q=H; the effect of a regulation change on consumers is

rWC � DR ¼ � T

H

� � Z HR

0

pðsÞ ds � pðHRÞHR � pðHRÞHR

jZj

� �
rHR � DR; ð13Þ

where Z is the own-price demand elasticity. When the demand is perfectly elastic, the last term in
brackets vanishes, implying that the consumers are worse off by increased harvest rates. As fish
products are price elastic, it is assumed that consumers prefer regulations that decrease the harvest
rate over the relevant range.11 From (13), the slope of the consumer’s iso-welfare curves is

dN

dk

����
dWC¼0

¼ � Nh0

h

� �
o0 for kok̃:

Thus, the shape of consumer’s indifference curves and directional gradient is identical to the shape
and directional gradient of the season length constraint. This implies the following:

Proposition 3.3. Consumers prefer regulatory regimes such that T ¼ %T; and are indifferent to any

regulatory regime along the T ¼ %T constraint.
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11To cite one example, Barten and Bettendorf find estimates of price flexibilities (inverse own-price elasticities)

ranging from –0.09 to �0.37 for Belgian white fish (sole, cod, etc.) over the period 1974–1987, indicating own-price

demand elasticities on the order of –2.5 to �11.
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3.2. The regulator’s preferences and policy choice

Suppose the net welfare of the regulator is the weighted sum of the welfare of the interest
groups:

VRðRÞ ¼ aFWFðRÞ þ aIWIðRÞ þ aCWCðRÞ: ð14Þ

The parameter agX0, g=F, I, C, measures the marginal utility to the regulator of a dollar of
surplus to each group g. As ag increases, the regulator’s marginal valuation of a dollar of surplus
to group g increases.
A utility function such as (14) can be obtained as the equilibrium to a common agency game in

which the fishing captains, input suppliers and consumers each attempt to influence the regulator
[3,7,13,19].12,13 This is in contrast to Karpoff [16,17], Johnson and Libecap [15], and others, who
assume that form of regulations are determined entirely by the preferences of fishermen.
In choosing R, the regulator faces behavior constraints by the fishing captains and input

suppliers, and the regulator faces the boundary constraints (6) and (7). Recalling Fig. 2, if
aF=aI=aC, then the social optimum occurs at the point SO, implying that the gradient of the
regulator’s objective function is decreasing in both N and k. Conversely, if regulator chooses the
regulated open access equilibrium ROA, the gradient of the regulator’s objective function is
increasing in both N and k. Implicitly differentiating VR(R) with respect to N and k yields the
slope of the regulator’s indifference curves:

dN

dk

����
dVR¼0

¼
aFðQp0Nh0 � rNÞ � aCðQ=H2Þ½

RH

0 dP � pH � pH=Z	Nh0 þ ðaI � aFÞr0N2k

aFðQp0h � rk � wÞ � aCðQ=H2Þ½
RH

0 dP � pH � pH=Z	h þ ðaI � aFÞr0Nk2

 !
:

ð15Þ
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12 In a common agency model, each interest group g attempts to influence the regulator’s actions by offering a

contingency payment Bg(R) based on the regulations R. Following [7,19], let the net welfare of each interest group be its

gross welfare less its cost of influencing the outcome:

VgðRÞ ¼ WgðRÞ � BgðRÞ=bg; g ¼ F; I;C:

The parameter bg A(0,1] measures the transactions costs to group g of raising Bg(R). As bg-0, the costs of raising

Bg(R) become prohibitively large. Thus as bg increases, the group’s ability to lobby the regulator increases. Similarly, let

gg40 denote the regulator’s valuation of a dollar of surplus to group g. Then the regulator maximizes:

V̂RðRÞ ¼ ðRÞSgggWgðRÞ þ SgBgðRÞ:
The common agency equilibrium (R0,BF

0(R0),BI
0(R0),BC

0 (R0)) satisfies [4,7,13,19]:

ðbF þ gFÞrWFðR0Þ þ bI þ gIÞrWIðR0Þ þ ðbC þ gCÞrWCðR0Þ ¼ 0:

Thus in (14), ag�bg+gg is the sum of parameters reflecting the group’s electoral importance and lobbying ability.
13A referee has pointed out that in order to have the weights aCaaF aaI, that transactions costs must be sufficiently

high so that groups cannot arrange for extra-regulatory transfers between themselves. A regulated open access

equilibrium is itself evidence that both intra- and inter-group transactions costs are sufficiently high to prevent a Coase

theorem result to occur. Regulations such as limited entry and ITQs lower intra-group transactions costs for fishing

captains, but do nothing to alleviate inter-group transactions costs between fishing captains and consumers or input

suppliers. Regulations such as input restrictions or regulated open access actually increase intra-group transactions

costs, because the free entry aspect of these regulations means that any potential entrant needs to be included in a

between group transfer.
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The first and second terms in the numerator and denominator are each negative. The third term
is positive or negative as the expression aI�aF is positive or negative. Thus, a necessary condition
for the regulator’s welfare to be increasing in N or k is that aI is strictly greater than aF.

Proposition 3.4. The regulator chooses a policy in which free entry drives the marginal fishing
captain’s profits to zero only if aIcaF and the weight on consumers is not too large, relative to aI.

The indifference curves for the regulator are depicted in Fig. 3. This proposition shows that the
regulated open access outcome is the result of a regulator with strong preferences for the welfare
of input suppliers. A regulator with relatively strong preferences for the welfare of fishing captains

and consumers chooses a set of instruments such that the equilibrium occurs on the T ¼ %T

boundary constraint.
While Proposition 3.4 describes the effect of large changes in the regulator’s preferences, the

next propositions describe the effect of small changes in the weights of the regulator’s utility
function on the equilibrium number of vessels (the effect on variable inputs is opposite).

Proposition 3.5. When the profit constraint (7) is binding, (i) qN/qaFX0 as w0
X0, (ii) qN/qaIo0

when h/k4h0 and qN/qaI40 only when h/koh0 and w+w0N is small, and (iii) qN/qaC40 for h/koh0

and qN/qaCo0 only when h/k4h0 and w+w0N is small.

With unrestricted entry, fishing captains prefer regulations that increase the number of vessels
only when there is heterogeneity. Input suppliers prefer regulations that increase the number of

vessels only when variable inputs are severely restricted (i.e., only when kok̂ ) and when the
opportunity cost of fishing captains is both low and relatively elastic. In contrast, consumers prefer
regulations that increase the number of vessels only when the input restriction is not significant.

Proposition 3.6. When the season length constraint (6) is binding, (i) qN/qaFo0 for h/koh0,
(ii) qN/qaI40 when h/koh0, and (iii) qN/qaC=0.

When the season length constraint binds, the regulator’s choice of the number of vessels is
decreasing in the weight on harvesters, increasing in the weight on input suppliers, and
independent of the weight on consumers. Fig. 4 illustrates this result. In contrast to the case where
the zero profit constraint is binding, the interests of harvesters and input suppliers are opposed
when the season length constraint binds.
The next proposition shows which source of rents is most important in determining whether

regulations allowing free entry are adopted.

Proposition 3.7. For the regulator to choose regulations on the zero-profit constraint (3), it is

necessary that the supply of inputs is positive sloped, but it is not necessary that fishing captains are
heterogeneous, nor is it required that demand be downward sloping.

Thus, it is the infra-marginal rents to input suppliers not the infra-marginal rents to
heterogeneous fishing captains or surplus to consumers that causes inefficient instruments to be
chosen in a fishery.
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4. Effects of regulatory instruments

Next, let us consider the effects of policy instruments such as input restrictions, entry
restrictions and ITQs, when each is used alone or in combination.

4.1. Effect of input restrictions in a regulated open access fishery14

If an input restriction is binding, but entry is free, fishing captains enter until profits are driven
to zero for the marginal entrant. Thus, the input restricted equilibrium {Tk, Nk, kk} satisfies:

kk ¼ %kokO; TkHk ¼ Q; and TkpðHkÞhð %kÞ � rðKkÞ %k � wðNkÞ ¼ 0; ð16Þ

where Hk � Nkhð %kÞ and Kk � Nk
%k: The next proposition summarizes the effects of input

restrictions:

Proposition 4.1. An input-restricted fishery is characterized by: (i) Nk4NO; (ii) Tk4TO, implying

that HkoHO and WCðf %k; �; �gÞ4WCðf�; �; �gÞ; when %kok̂; (iii) Kk4KO and WIðf %k; �; �gÞ4
WIðf�; �; �gÞ when %kok̂; p0o0; and w+w0N small; and (iv) WFðf %k; �; �gÞXWFðf�; �; �gÞ only if w0

X 0.

The input restricted free entry equilibrium is depicted as the point KT on the pN=0 constraint
in Fig. 5. Result (i) of the proposition implies that capital restrictions increase N. This is in
contrast to Karpoff [16, Proposition 1, p. 188]. The difference arises because Karpoff assumes that
input restrictions decrease the season harvest quota, while here the harvest quota is exogenous.
More importantly, there exist conditions (w040, p0o0 and w+w0N small) such that relative to
open access, input restrictions increase the welfare of fishing captains, input suppliers and

consumers. However, to do so the restriction must be significant in the sense that Dk � kO � %k is

large enough so that %kok̂: If these conditions are met, it provides a powerful incentive to the
regulator to adopt such regulations. An example of a significant input restriction occurred in the
post second world war regulation in the Bristol Bay, Alaska, salmon fishery, which prohibited
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Fig. 4. Effects of small changes in the preferences of the regulator.

14While some input restrictions—e.g., mesh size restrictions—are designed for stock preservation purposes, others

appear to exist for purely for reasons of economic transfer. See [21] for examples.
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motor powered vessels and winches. Fishing captains could only use sailing vessels and were
forced to pull the nets in by hand. Such a regulation is hardly for conservation purposes.

4.2. Entry restrictions in a regulated open access fishery15

The effect of an entry restriction in a regulated open access fishery is to restrict the number of

fishing captains to Np %N:16 Fishing captains choose k, and the season length depends upon %N and
k via (1). Profits in excess of the opportunity cost of the marginal fishing captain become
capitalized into the value of the limited entry permits l. Thus, the limited entry equilibrium {TN,
NN, kN, lN} satisfies:

NN ¼ %N; TNHN ¼ Q; TNpðHNÞh0ðkNÞ ¼ rðKNÞ; and

lN ¼ TNpðHNÞhðkNÞ � rðKNÞkN � wð %NÞ; ð17Þ

where HN ¼ %NhðkNÞ and KN ¼ %NkN : The effect of entry restrictions are as follows:

Proposition 4.2. An entry-restricted fishery is characterized by: (i) kN4kO; (ii) TN4TO, implying

that HKoHO and WCðf�; %N; �gÞ4WCðf�; �; �gÞ; and for %N significantly less than NO; (iii) KNoKO,

implying WIðf�; %N; �gÞoWIðf�; �; �gÞ; and (iv) lN40 and WFðf�; %N; �gÞ4WFðf�; �; �gÞ:

Because both k and T increase, limiting entry moves the equilibrium off the zero profit
constraint. As a necessary—though not sufficient—condition for regulator to adopt limited
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Fig. 5. Instrument choice in a fishery.

15The salmon and herring roe fisheries in western Canada and Alaska, the Australian prawn and abalone fisheries,

and the Norwegian purse-seine herring fishery have all adopted limited entry. See [10,21,23].
16Entry is usually limited by prohibiting future entrants, i.e., %N ¼ NO; although to be effective, %NoNO: In the Alaska

salmon fishery, a hatchery program increased the annual harvest quota generating rents to license holders. In the British

Columbia fisheries, the government reduced N by buying permits [21]. Thus, those who exited were also compensated.

This feature is crucial to the acceptance of a limited entry program, since without it, fishing captains have no incentive

to support the program. (See n.9, supra.).
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entry is that aIoaF, by Proposition 3.5, the limited entry equilibrium must occur on the

T ¼ %T boundary at point such as NT in Fig. 5. A limited entry program transfers rents to
fishermen in the form of limited entry permit values and to consumers in the form of lower
harvest rates. Even though there is ‘‘capital stuffing,’’ i.e., kN 4kO (cf. [21,23]), input
suppliers are made worse off relative to open access, because the regulator ensures that the
increase in the season length overcomes increases in capital per vessel. Nevertheless, because NT is

to the right of other equilibria on the T ¼ %T boundary, the costs to input suppliers are less
than with other instruments (see Proposition 4.6 below). Thus, limited entry can only be an
equilibrium choice if the weight on input suppliers is fairly large (though still less than the weight
on fishing captains), since fishing captains prefer equilibria to the left of SO while NT is to the
right of SO.

4.3. Effect of combining input and entry restrictions

Limited entry programs often also restrict inputs.17 This is consistent with the claim in
Proposition 4.2 that limited entry programs are designed to transfer rents to fishing captains and
to consumers. In general, the input- and entry-restricted equilibrium {TkN, lkN} must satisfy the
following:

TkN %Nhð %kÞ ¼ Q; and lkN ¼ TkNp½ %Nhð %kÞ	hð %kÞ � rð %N %kÞ %k � wð %NÞ: ð18Þ

However, a regulator who limits entry has an incentive to utilize the full season, since limited

entry only occurs if aF4aI. Thus, the combination of %N and %k the regulator chooses will be on the

T ¼ %T constraint:

Proposition 4.3. An input- and entry-restricted fishery is characterized by: (i) TkN ¼ %T ¼ TN4Tk;

implying that WCðf %k; %N; �gÞ ¼ WCðf�; %N; �gÞ4WCðf %k; �; �gÞ; (ii) lkN4lN4lk ¼ 0; implying

WFðf %k; %N; �gÞ4WFðf�; %N; �gÞ4WFðf %k; �; �gÞ; (iii) KkNoKNoKk, implying that WIðf %k; %N; �gÞo
WIðf�; %N; �gÞoWIðf %k; �; �gÞ:

This equilibrium is depicted as the point KN in Fig. 5. Adding input restrictions to a limited entry
program prevents rents from being dissipated at the input margin, and adding entry restrictions
to an input-restricted fishery prevents dissipation of rents at the entry margin. Both increase
fishing captains’ rents. However, combining these two instruments hurts input suppliers relative to
using either instrument alone. Thus, limited entry programs include input restrictions, since
this benefits the same group (fishing captains and consumers) who benefited from limited entry.
However, adding entry restrictions to an input restricted fishery hurts input suppliers, a major
beneficiary in the coalition that lobbied to obtain the capital restrictions in the first place. While
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most limited entry fisheries restrict inputs, very few input restricted fisheries have adopted entry
restrictions.

4.4. Effect introducing ITQs in a regulated open access fishery

Suppose the NO fishing captains under open access are allocated quota shares qn, so thatPN
n¼1 qn ¼ Q:18 Let xnX�qn denote the quantity of annual quotas purchased (xn40) or sold

(xno0) by the nth fisherman at price m, the seasonal rental price for a quota. The quota price m

causes aggregate quota demand to vanish (i.e.,
PN

n¼1 xn ¼ QÞ: Entry in an ITQ market is

determined by having the marginal entrant indifferent between actively fishing and selling his
permits at the market price m:

TnpðHÞhðknÞ � rðKÞkn � mxn � wðnÞ ¼ mqn for n ¼ NQ: ð19Þ
Each of the NQ active fisherman maximizes fishing profits by choosing Tn, kn, and xn,

subject to the season length constraint (2), and the constraint that his harvest cannot exceed his
quotas:

Tnhnpxn þ qn; n ¼ 1;y;NQ: ð20Þ

Proposition 4.4. An ITQ regulated fishery is characterized by

TQ ¼ %T; %THQ ¼ Q; %T½pðHQÞ � mQ	h0ðkQÞ ¼ rðKQÞ; and %T½pðHQÞ � mQ	hðkQÞ
¼ rðKQÞkQ þ wðNQÞ: ð21Þ

For m=l, the conditions in (21) are identical to those in the social planner’s problem (4). Thus,
ITQs yield a first-best solution. This equilibrium is depicted as the point QT in Fig. 5. Thus,
reversing Proposition 2.2 shows the effects of ITQs relative to the regulated open access
equilibrium: ITQs improve the welfare of fishing captains and consumers, and reduce the welfare
of input suppliers. Therefore, a regulator who implements ITQs in a regulated open access fishery
has preferences aF4aI.

4.5. Effect of adding input restrictions to ITQs

In an input restricted ITQ fishery, ITQs allow each captain to fish the entire possible season,
and entry is determined by (19). Thus, the input-restricted ITQ equilibrium {TkQ, NkQ, kkQ, mkQ}
includes:

kkQ ¼ %kokQ; TkQ ¼ %T; TkQNkQhð %kÞ
¼ Q and TkQ½pHkQ � mkQ	hð %kÞ ¼ rðKkQÞ %k þ wðNkQÞ: ð22Þ
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fishing captains are heterogeneous, there may no longer be a simple solution to the initial quota allocation problem. See

[15,16] for discussions of this point.
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Proposition 4.5. An input restricted ITQ fishery is characterized by: (i) TkQ ¼ TQ ¼ %T; implying

HkQ=HQ and WCðf %k; �; ITQsgÞ ¼ WCðf�; �; ITQsgÞ; (ii) NkQ4NQ, (iii) if and only if %kok̂;

KkQ4KQ, implying WIðf %k; 0; ITQsgÞ4WIðf0; 0; ITQsgÞ; and (iv) if and only if %k is sufficiently close

to kQ, WFðf %k; �; ITQsgÞ4WFðf�; �; ITQsgÞ:

This equilibrium is depicted as the point KQ in Fig. 5. Imposing relatively minor input
restrictions helps fishing captains, hurts input suppliers, and has no effect on consumers. Imposing
major input restrictions has the opposite effect on fishing captains and input suppliers. In the
Pacific halibut ITQ fishery, the input restrictions were retained from the regulatory regime when
only input and season closures were used. This suggests that this was an effort by the regulator to
reduce the damages from ITQs on input suppliers.

4.6. Effect of adding entry restrictions to ITQs

An entry-restricted ITQ equilibrium {TNQ, NNQ, kNQ, mNQ, lNQ} satisfies:

NNQ ¼ %NoNQ; TNQ ¼ %T; TNQ %NhðkNQÞ ¼ Q; TNQ½pðHNQÞ � mNQ	h0ðkNQÞ ¼ rðKNQÞ;
and lNQ ¼ TNQ½pðHNQÞ � mNQ	hðkNQÞ � rðKNQÞkNQ � wð %NÞ:

ð23Þ

Even though entry is restricted, ITQs allow fishing captains to choose how long to fish, and each
again utilizes the entire season. The third expression in (23) yields the input demand by each
fishing captain, and the last two conditions define the license value lNQ and the quota value mNQ.
Thus, we have:

Proposition 4.6. An entry-restricted ITQ fishery is characterized by: (i) TNQ=TQ, implying

WCðf�; %N; ITQsgÞ ¼ WCðf�; �; ITQsgÞ; (ii) kNQ4kQ; (iii) KNQ4KQ, implying WIðf�; %N; ITQsgÞ4
WIðf�; �; ITQsgÞ; and (iv) WFðf�; %N; ITQsgÞoWFðf�; �; ITQsgÞ:

This equilibrium occurs at a point such as NQ in Fig. 5. Adding entry restrictions to an ITQ
fishery benefits input suppliers, but causes fishing captains to be worse off. Thus, in contrast to the
regulated open access case, fishing captains will not support a limited entry program when ITQs
are in place. This is consistent with there being no ITQ programs to my knowledge that also limit
entry.

4.7. Effect of adding ITQs to an input-restricted fishery

Suppose ITQs are adopted in a fishery that currently is regulated only with an input restriction.
If the input restriction is maintained, this moves the equilibrium to KQ from KT in Fig. 5. This
unlikely to occur, since a regulator that has adopted input restrictions has strong preferences
favoring input suppliers over fishing captains (i.e., aIbaF ). An ITQ system benefits fishing
captains and consumers at the expense of input suppliers. Thus, this could only occur with a large
change in the regulator’s preferences.
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4.8. Effect of adding ITQs to an entry-restricted fishery

Finally, consider adding ITQs to a limited entry fishery, without altering the entry restriction.
This reduces the advantage of adopting ITQs, since the limited entry program already fully

captures the surplus for consumers (since TN ¼ TNQ ¼ %TÞ and some of the surplus for fishing

captains. Therefore, the gain from doing adopting ITQs is relatively meager.

5. Conclusions

This paper examined a model of regulatory choice in a fishery in which fishing captains, input
suppliers, and consumers each obtain surplus in equilibrium. The question the paper addresses is
why are inefficient regulations adopted? If one accepts Johnson and Libecap’s [15] argument that
inefficient regulations such as input restrictions result from heterogeneous fishing captains
protecting infra-marginal rents, then why do they choose such an inefficient way to generate
surplus? Similarly, if one accepts Karpoff’s [16] argument that inefficient fishermen obtain input
restrictions to keep out the efficient fishermen, then the inefficient fishermen would benefit more
by obtaining ITQs and earning the transitional gains. Thus, each of these arguments falls apart in
the same way—too much is left on the table if inefficient regulations are designed to benefit only
fishing captains. This paper argues that it is the surplus of input suppliers, not the heterogeneity of
fishing captains, that is the primary determinant of whether or not inefficient regulations will
occur.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let t be the Kuhn–Tucker multiplier for the season length
constraint (2). The first-order conditions for the social planner’s problem include (1) and the
following:

@V=@T ¼
Z H

0

pðsÞ ds � lH � t ¼ 0; ðA:1Þ

@V=@N ¼ T ½pðHÞ � l	hðkÞ � rðKÞk � wðNÞ ¼ 0; ðA:2Þ

@V=@kl ¼ T ½pðHÞ � l	h0ðkÞ � rðKÞ ¼ 0; ðA:3Þ
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tX0; %TXT ; tð %T � TÞ ¼ 0: ðA:4Þ

T ¼ %T follows from (A.1), (A.2), and (A.4). Eq. (4) then follows from (1), (A.2), (A.3),
and (A.4). &
Proof of Proposition 2.2. The total differential of the system of equations describing the

equilibrium {k,N,T} is

Tðp � lÞh00 þ Tp0Nh02 � r0N Tp0hh0 � r0k ðp � lÞh0

Tp0Nhh0 � r0Nk Tp0h2 � r0k2 ðp � lÞh
�TNh0 �Th �Nh

0
B@

1
CA

dk

dN

dT

0
B@

1
CA ¼

Th0

Th

0

0
B@

1
CA dl: ðA:5Þ

Let |J| be the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of second derivatives on the left-hand side of
(A.5):

jJj ¼ Tðp � lÞh00½Tðp � lÞh2 � Tp0Nh3 þ r0Nhk2	
þ ½Tp0r0Nh � Tr0ðp � lÞN	ðh � h0kÞ2 þ Tp0r0N2h3o0:

The results of the proposition are applications of Cramer’s rule, using (A.5) and |J|:

@k

@l
¼ Tr0Nhk2ðh0 � h=kÞ

jJj 40 for h0oh=k;

@N

@l
¼ �T2Nh2ðp � lÞh00 þ Tr0N2hkðh0 � h=kÞ

jJj o0; for h0oh=k;

@T

@l
¼ T2½Th2ðp � lÞh00 � Nr0k2ðh0 � h=kÞ	

jJj o0 for h0oh=k;

@K

@l
¼ N

@k

@l

� �
þ @N

@l

� �
¼ �T2h2Nkðp � lÞh00

jJj o0: &

Proof of Proposition 3.1. In both the social optimum and the fishing captains’ welfare

maximizing equilibria, H ¼ Q= %T; so there is no output price effect of moving along this

constraint. Using this fact and the relationship that dN/dk=�Nh0/h along the T ¼ %T locus, the
fk�

F ;N�
Fg combination that maximizes fishing captain’s welfare satisfies

wðN�
FÞ ¼

h

k�
F

� h0
� �

k�
Fðr þ r0K�

FÞ
h0

� �
: ðA:6Þ

In the social optimum, the combination {k�,N�} on the T ¼ %T locus that maximizes social welfare
satisfies

wðN�Þ ¼ h

k� � h0
� �

k�r

h0

� �
:
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Thus, using the implicit Function Theorem on (A.6), the differential dk/d(r0K) is

dk

dðr0KÞ ¼ � h

h0
� k

� ��1
�w0 dN

dk

� �
� hh00

h02

� �
ðr þ r0KÞ þ h

h0 � k

� �
ð2r0 þ r00KÞ dK

dk

� �� �
o0:

To sign this expression, note that dN/dk=�Nh0/ho0 along the T ¼ %T locus and dK=dk ¼

K

h

� �
h

h0
� k

� �
40; and assume that 2r0+r00K 4 0. Thus, when r0K40, fishing captains prefer

k�
Fok� and N�

F4N�: &

Proof of Proposition 3.2. An increase in k along the pN=0 locus as the effect on input suppliers
that

@WI

@k

����
pN¼0

¼ r0K
dK

dk

����
pN¼0

� �
¼ r0K

Qp0ðh � h0kÞ � w � w0N

Qðp0H � pÞ=N2 � r0k2 � w0

� �
:

The term in brackets on the right-hand side is positive unless h/k�ko0 and w+w0N is small. &

Proof of Proposition 3.5.When the zero profit constraint (3) binds, the regulator chooses N and
k such that

SgagW
g
N þ lppN ¼ 0 and SgagW

g
k þ lppk ¼ 0; ðA:7Þ

where Wk
g=qWg/qk, WN

g =qWg/qN, lpX0 is the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint (3),
pk=qpN/qk, and pN=qpN/qN. Totally differentiating (A.7) and (3) yields:

SgagW
g
NN þ lppNN SgagW

g
Nk þ lppNk pN

SgagW
g
Nk þ lppNk SgagW

g
kk þ lppkk pk

pN pk 0

0
B@

1
CA

dNR

dkR

dlp

0
B@

1
CA

¼ �
WF

N

WF
k

0

0
B@

1
CA d #aF �

W I
N

W I
k

0

0
B@

1
CA d #aI: ðA:8Þ

Maximization implies a positive determinant |JRp|. The results follows by applying Crammer’s
Rule to (A.8):

dNR

d #aF
¼ �pk

jJRpj
½pNWF

k � pkWF
N 	 ¼

p2kw0N

jJRpj
X0 as w0

X0;

dNR

d #aI
¼ pk

jJRpj
½pkW I

N � pNW I
k	 ¼

pkr0K

jJRpj
½Qp0kðh0 � h=kÞ þ w þ w0N	o0 for h0oh=k;

dNR

d #aC
¼ pk

jJRpj
½pkWC

N � pNWC
k 	 ¼

pkWC
H

jJRpj
½kðr þ r0KÞðh0 � h=kÞ

þ ðw þ w0NÞh0	40 for h0oh=k: &
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Proof of Proposition 3.6. If the season harvest constraint (2) is binding, then the regulator’s
problem is to choose N and k such that

SgagW
g
N � lT TN ¼ 0; and SgagW

g
k � lT Tk ¼ 0; ðA:9Þ

where lTX0 is the multiplier for (2), Tk=qT/qk, and TN=qT/qN. Totally differentiating (A.9)
and (2) yields:

SgagW
g
NN � lT TNN SgagW

g
Nk � lT TNk �TN

SgagW
g
Nk � lT TNk SgagW

g
kk � lT Tkk �Tk

�TN �Tk 0

0
B@

1
CA

dNR

dkR

dlp

0
B@

1
CA

¼ �
WF

N

WF
k

0

0
B@

1
CA d #aF �

WC
N

WC
k

0

0
B@

1
CA d #aC �

W I
N

W I
k

0

0
B@

1
CA d #aI: ðA:11Þ

Again, the determinant |JRT| is positive. The results follow by applying Crammer’s Ruler to
(A.12):

dNR

d #aF
¼ �Tk

jJRT j
½TkWF

N � TNWF
k 	 ¼

�Q2½h0w þ kðh0 � h=kÞðr þ r0KÞ	
ðNhÞ4jJRT j

o0 for h04h=k;

dNR

d #aI
¼ �Tk

jJRT j
½TkW I

N � TNW I
k	 ¼

Q2Nh0k2r0ðh0 � h=kÞ
jJRT j

o0 for h04h=k;

dNR

d #aI
¼ �Tk

jJRT j
½TkWC

Hh � TNWC
HNh0	 ¼ 0: &

Proof of Proposition 3.7. To prove necessity of r040, suppose that aIcaF, but r0=0. Then the
expression (15) is identical to the weighted sum of fishing captains’ and consumers welfare, and we
saw above the each prefer policies that decrease N and k. In contrast, the denominator of (15) is
unaffected by whether or not w0 is positive or zero. If w040, then w is increasing in N, but an
increase in w makes it more unlikely that the regulator will choose a policy on the zero profit
constraint for a given set of policy weights. &

Proof of Proposition 4.1. The system of equations (16) describing the input restricted

equilibrium includes the endogenous variables TK and NK, with %k exogenous. Total differentiating
this system of equations yields:

Tp0h2 � k2r0 � w0 ph

Th Nh

 !
dN

dT

 !
¼ �

Th0ðp þ p0NhÞ � r � r0Nk

TNh0

 !
d %k: ðA:12Þ

Let |Jk| denote the determinant of the Jacobian matrix on the left-hand side of this equation.
Then

jJK j ¼ �Th2ðp � p0HÞ � Nðr0k2 þ w0Þo0: ðA:13Þ
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The results follow from Crammer’s Rule applied to (A.12), using (A.13):

dNK

d %k
¼ Hð�Tp0Hh0 þ r þ r0KÞ

jJK j
o0;

dTK

d %k
¼ T ½kðh0 � h=kÞðr þ r0KÞ þ w þ w0N	

jJK j
o0; when h04h=k;

dKK

d %k
¼ Nh½THp0kðh=k � h0Þ � w � w0N	

jJK j
o0; only if h04h=k; p0o0; andw þ w0N small:

To see the effect on WF, note that with free entry, WF may be written as WF ¼ wðNÞN �RN

0 wðsÞ ds: Thus, the effect of a capital restriction on fishing captains’ welfare is given by

@WF

@ %k
¼ w0ðNKÞNK

@NK

@ %k

� �
o0: &

Proof of Proposition 4.2. The system of equations (17) describing the entry-restricted
equilibrium include the endogenous variables kN, TN, and lN. Totally differentiating this system

in %N; kN ;TN ; and lN yields:

TNhp0h0 � r0kN ph �1
TNp0h02 � r0N þ Tph00 ph0 0

NTh0 Nh 0

0
B@

1
CA

dkN

dTN

dlN

0
B@

1
CA ¼ �

Tp0h2 � r0N � w0

Tp0hh0 � r0k

Th

0
B@

1
CA d %N: ðA:14Þ

Let |JN| denote the determinant of the Jacobian matrix on the left-hand side of (A.14), which
equals:

jJN j ¼ NTh02ð1þ 1=jZjÞ þ NhðNr0 � pTh00Þ40: ðA:15Þ

Applying Crammer’s Rule to (A.14) yields the results of the proposition:

dkN

d %N
¼ �h½Th0ðp � p0HÞ þ r0K 	

jJN j
o0;

dTN

d %N
¼ T ½r0Kðh0 � h=kÞ þ Tphh00	

jJN j
o0; since h0oh=k;

dKN

d %N
¼ TN½h0kðh0 � h=kÞðp � p0NhÞ � hkph00	

jJN j
40; as kN-k̃;which holds for significant restrictions;

dlN

d %N
¼ �TNh02w0ðp � p0HÞ

jJN j
þ ph½Thðp � p0HÞ þ w0N	h00

jJN j
þ Hr0½Tph00k2 � ðp � p0HÞTh � w0N	

jJN j

þ Th0r0Kðp � p0NhÞð2h � h0kÞ
jJN j

o0 as kN-k̃; which holds for significant restrictions;
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dWF

d %N
¼ �TNh0r0Kðp � p0HÞð2h � h0kÞ

jJN j
þ TNh0lNðp � p0HÞ

jJN j
þ THhh00ðp � p0HÞ

jJN j

�TN2r0½hðp � p0HÞ � pk2h00	
jJN j

o0 as kN-k̃; which holds for significant restrictions: &

Proof of Proposition 4.3. Totally differentiating the systems of equations (18) in the

endogeneous variables TNK and lNK and the instruments k and %N yields:

�1 ph

0 Nh

 !
dTNK

dlNK

 !
¼ �

Th0ðp þ p0NhÞ � r � r0Nk

TNh0

 !
d %k

�
Tp0h2 � r0k2 � w0

Th

 !
d %N: ðA:16Þ

The determinant jJNK j ¼ �Nho0: The results follow from applying Crammer’s Rule to (A.16):

dTNK

d %N
¼ Th

jJNK j
o0;

dTNK

d %k
¼ NTh0

jJNK j
o0;

dHNK

d %N
¼ h40;

dHNK

d %k
¼ %Nh040;

dlNK

d %N
¼ h½Thðp � p0HÞ þ Hðr0K þ w0Þ	

jJNK j
o0;

dlNK

d %k
¼ Hðr þ r0K � THp0h0Þ

jJNK j
o0;

dKNK

d %N
¼ %k40;

dKNK

d %k
¼ %N40;

dWF

d %N
¼ Hðkðr þ r0KÞ þ w � THhp0Þ

jJNK j
o0;

dWF

d %k
¼ Hhðr þ r0K � THp0h0Þ

jJNK j
o0: &

Proof of Proposition 4.4. In the ITQ equilibrium, the profit maximizing level of capital and the
season length each fishing captain fishes under ITQs must satisfy (20), and

@pn=@Tn ¼ ½pðHÞ � m	hðknÞ � tn ¼ 0; tnX0; Tno %T;

and ð %T � TnÞtn ¼ 0 n ¼ 1;y;NQ; ðA:19Þ

@pn=@kn ¼ Tn½pðHÞ � m	h0ðknÞ � rðKÞ ¼ 0; n ¼ 1;y;NQ; ðA:20Þ

@pn=@xn ¼ �m þ ln ¼ 0; n ¼ 1;y;NQ; ðA:21Þ

where ln is the multiplier for constraint (19) and tn is the multiplier for constraint (2). In addition,
entry continues until profits are driven to zero for the marginal entrant. From (19) and (20),
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this yields:

Tn½pðHÞ � m	hðknÞ � rðKÞkn � wðnÞ ¼ 0; n ¼ NQ: ðA:22Þ

Finally, combining (A.19) and (A.22) shows that each active fisherman chooses to fish the entire

allowable season, i.e., TQ ¼ %T: The results in (21) follow from (1), (19), (A.20), and (A.22), with m

chosen such that
PN

n¼1 xn ¼ 0: &

Proof of Proposition 4.5. The input restricted ITQ equilibrium is given by (22), and (1), with

TkQ ¼ %T by the same logic as in Proposition 4.4. This proves result (i). A movement along T ¼ %T

has the effect that dN=dk ¼ �Nh0=ho0; proving result (ii). Thus, dKQK=d %k ¼ ðh=k � h0ÞNk=h40;
which proves result (iii). Result (iv) follows from Proposition 3.1. &

Proof of Proposition 4.6. In the entry-restricted ITQ equilibrium, the constraint TNQ ¼ %T is

satisfied, because ITQs give fishing captains the chance to fish the whole season, proving (i).

TNQ ¼ %T implies that dk=d %N ¼ �h=Nh0; proving result (ii). This result implies that

dKNQ=d %N ¼ �ðh=k � h0Þk=h0o0; which proves results (iii). Result (iv) follows from result (ii)

and Proposition 3.2. &
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